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ABSTRACT- 

Supramolecular chemistry is the domain of chemistry beyond the  molecules and focuses on the chemical  systems  made 

up of  discrete number of assembled sub units based on molecular tailoring and designing  for a particular purpose. 

While conventional chemistry focuses on covalent bond ,supramolecular chemistry is based on non-covalent interactions 

between molecules  with proper cooperativity and complimentarity leading to binding with a purpose. With this 

approach ,one can design and make necessary or desired changes in the structure and cavity size of molecules.The 

present article focuses on chronological development of various molecules starting from crown ethers to podands,lariat 

ethers,cyclodextrins,cucurbiturials,dendrimers etc and their various potential applications like-catalysis,drug 

delivery,energy transfer,soft matter, designer solids etc. 
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INTRODUCTION- 

Supramolecular chemistry  is the  chemistry of intermolecular bond,covering the structures and functions of 

entities formed by association of two or more chemical species.Molecular Recognition in supermolecules  

formed by receptor-substrate binding is based on “PRINCIPLE OF  MOLECULAR  COMPLIMENTARITY”. 

The principle of complimentarity states that to complex,hosts must have binding sites of guests without 

generating internal strains or strong non –bonded repulsions. 

The principle of reorganisation states that –the more highly hosts and guests are organised for binding,the 

more stable  will be their complexes. 

A supramolecule receptor(host) is a synthetic (abiotic) molecules that selectively (and reversibly) 

binds(recognises) a selected substrate(guest).Thus  It clearly involves molecular recognition process. 

Molecular recognition ,transformation,translocation represent basic functions of supramolecular 

species.Guests can be organic compounds,ions,metal ions etc. Whereas hosts usually have to be designed and 

synthesised. Chemists are developing new skills in molecular designing and tailoring which is the 

characteristic of supra molecular chemistry. A Host-guest relationship involves a complimentary 

stereoelectronic arrangement in binding site of host and guest.Mere binding is not recognition. Infact one can 

say-Recognition is BINDING WITH A PURPOSE. 

Macrocyclic and macropolycyclic  structures meet the requirement for designing artificial receptors.They are 

large,contain cavities and clefts of appropriate size and shape.They possesses numerous branching bridges and 

connections that help in construction of architecture with desired features. 

 

HISTORY ( CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT ) 

The design and synthesis of new macrocyclic compounds  remains of interest because macrocyclic 

compounds are of major importance in the field of supramolecular chemistry. A.Villers  in 1891 discovered a 

family of macrocyclic oligosaccharides known as Cyclodextrins. CDs are cyclic oligosaccharides  consisting 

of glucopyranose units attatched by α-1,4 linkages. CDs can  capture suitable hydrophobic guests in 

hydrophobic cavity. The cavity size of CDs increases with increasing number of  glucopyranose repeating 

units. Based on host-guest  property of CDs,many interlocked molecules including rotaxanes, catenanes, 
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molecular shuttles have been constructed. The discovery of C.J. Pederson in 1967 that crown ethers have 

unique ability to form stable complexes with metal ions and primary ammonium cations opened up new 

horizons in supramolecular chemistry. Crown ethers are macrocyclic compounds in which a pair of carbon 

and oxygen atoms repeat in a regular order.Depending on the size of the ring, particular guest molecules can 

be accommodated. So, crown ethers are highly specific in nature. One of the characteristic attributes of crown 

ethers  is conformational flexibility. Based on this photo and metal –ion responsive crown ethers were 

synthesised. After that an open chain equivalent of crown ethers known as podands were discovered. Podands 

are non-cyclic hosts and are non-specific in nature. In 1980, G.W. Gokel introduced a new class of crown 

ethers called Lariat Crown Ethers.These compounds are characterised by macrocyclic polyether ring and a 

flexible arm extending from cycle. The presence  of ligating arm enhances cation binding properties. Pushing 

the idea a step further, professor Jean Mary Lehn in France made double cyclic crown ethers which was 

named as Cryptands. The two rings of cryptands hold the ion more effectively,therefore is more useful. After 

this,S. Shinkai made a remarkable contribution in the field of mono and bis crown ethers.He designed  crown 

ethers having photosensitive groups which has the ability to change its ion-selectivity by responding to light. 

Moving one more step ahead Cavitands,Spherands, Calix[n] arenes  were  sy nthesised by D.J.Cram. These 

ionophores  are structurally advanced leading to strong metal ion encapsulating properties. Cucurbit[n]urils 

are pumpkin shaped  macrocyclic compounds. Although the synthesis of cyclic hexamer CB[6] first appeared 

in literature in 1905 but was reported to have host-guest  property by Mock.et.al in 1981. Because of poor 

solubility of CB[6] ,its  development was quite slow. After this tree-shaped molecule known as dendrimers 

were discovered. The work of Stoddard in the field of supramolecular chemistry paves the way for designing 

of useful molecular switching devices. So, slowly and steadily by manipulating the desired changes in 

molecule,more and more supramolecules can be designed in the years to come. All these molecules have 

shown to behave  as efficient catalysts,drug delivery vehicles,gene transfer, imaging,separating agents etc. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. COMPLIMENTARITY BASED DRUG DELIVERY-  Drug delivery refers to 

approaches,formulations,technologies, and systems for transporting  pharmaceutical compound in body as 

needed to safely achieve its desired therapeutic effect. Current  efforts in the area of drug delivery in which 

drug is only active in the target area of the body,sustained release formulations in which drug is released over 

a period of time in a controlled manner⁶. 
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In order  for a molecule to behave as drug carrier  the molecule must be biocompatible ,less toxic,should be 

able to cross biological membrane effectively,should be stable.The  mechanism of drug delivery is based on 

complimentarity  between drug and the suitable ionophore.The encapsulation of drug molecule  within  

macrocyclic  systems employing  supramolecular  non covalent interactions in aqueous solution is a method of 

enhancing bioavailability  and bioactivity and improved targeted drug delivery. 

Cyclodextrins,dendrimers,cucurbiturials,calyx[n] arenes  etc  have been used as potential platform for drug 

delivery. 

Cyclodextrins have hydrophilic outer core and lipophilic central cavity .Cyclodextrin is used as complexing 

agents to increase aqueous solubility of poorly soluble drugs.Similarly dendrimers interact with drug molecule 

physically by absorption on surface by electrostatic interactions or by conjugation with surface groups for 

covalent bonding or by encapsulation  of drug into cavity of dendrimers⁶. 
Similarly cucurbiturials have demonstrated considerable potential as drug delivery vehicles ⁴ in a variety of 

ways.With , hydrophobic cavities of different dimensions ,various members of CB[n] family can 

accommodate specific sizes of hydrophobic components on guest molecules. 

 

2. COMPLIMENTARITY BASED CATALYSIS-  Catalysis is the increase in the rate of chemical 

reaction due to participation of an additional substance called catalyst. Effective catalysis within  

Confined Supramolecular reaction vessels is predicted by three criteria- 

 Reactivity outside supramolecular reaction vessel must be lower than reactivity inside supramolecular 

container. 

 Pre orientation of reactants. 

 Product release from supramolecular container leading to catalysis. 

 

Cucurbiturials have excellent capability of binding a  guest molecule in hydrophobic cavity. They have been 

used in 1,3 dipolar cycloaddition reaction of alkynes,useful in [2+2] photoreaction catalysis ₁ ,heterogeneous 

catalytic oxidation ₂.  Similarly both monometallic and bimetallic DENs were used as homogeneous and 

heterogeneous catalysts⁷  . It was concluded that bimetallic dendrimers have  enhanced catalytic activity.⁸ 

 

3.COMPLIMENTARITY BASED CHEMOSENSOR-  A sensor or chemosensor is a molecule that 

interacts with an analyte to produce a detectable change.Molecular sensors combine molecular recognition 

with some form of signals so the presence of guests can be observed. 

Various supermolecules have been used as chemosensors. For eg- pillar[n] aerenes  is used as efficient sensing 

of fluoride and various ions in water.Pillar[n] aerenes based fluroscent indicator⁹ is used for selective 

recognition of ATP. Various enzyme sensors based on  dendrimers have also been developed. 
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4.SOFT MATTER-  A smart material is a material that can make decision based on external stimuli. In other 

words ,it is able to sense an external event such as electrical signal,change in Ph or irradiationetc. The ability 

of supramolecular chemists to use intermolecular interactions to design and construct soft  materials. Now a 

days biomineralisation is applied to material science at organic and inorganic level.Smart prosthetic  skin, 

hydrophobic  polymer used as lenses are some examples of smart materials. 
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